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Where National and International Meet: Borders and Border
Regions in Postcolonial India

Elisabeth Leake

School of History, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

ABSTRACT
Upon achieving independence, India’s borders had to be institutional-
ized – given meaning and made visible – in order to make clear the
state’s power to its neighbours, the international community, and its
own citizens. But institutionalizing border regions proved far more com-
plicated. Following independence, Indian leaders continued to rely on
imperial practices to subdue and integrate border communities, claim-
ing these communities as subjects yet often treating them as outsiders
who needed to be forcibly incorporated. This article specifically exam-
ines the political reorganization of northeastern India, during the first
three decades of independence, to consider the interrelationship
between India’s foreign and domestic policies – its ‘intermestic’ affairs.
The top-down creation of a unique regional governing structure
reflected, on one hand, the exigencies of India’s foreign relations – ten-
sions with China, Pakistan/Bangladesh, and Burma – and, on the other,
the perceived otherness of the region’s inhabitants. While establishing
the bureaucratic structures that officially linked the northeast to India’s
heartland, Indian leaders also institutionalized mechanisms that contin-
ued to treat the region as a space apart, a space not entirely Indian but
not entirely foreign. Ultimately, this paper interrogates the boundaries
between the national and the international, the colonial and the postco-
lonial, in post-1947 India.
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Upon achieving independence, India’s leaders faced the task of turning fuzzy colonial-era fron-
tiers into clearly demarcated borders that encircled the political and territorial space of the
Indian state. India’s borders had to be institutionalized – given meaning and made visible – in
order to make clear the state’s power to its neighbours, the international community, and its
own citizens. But institutionalizing border regions proved far more complicated. Policymakers in
Delhi faced a host of issues. Not only did many of India’s borders remain contested or lack clear
demarcation, but frequently communities in India’s frontier regions had more tenuous relations
with state power thanks to the British colonial precedent. It is no coincidence that the Indian
state’s attempts to assert the right to govern met with resistance, including local and regional
leaders’ attempts to declare their own autonomy and independence. The remit of state leaders
for border-building thus extended beyond issues of demarcation and into asserting the govern-
ment’s sovereignty. But as the crossroads between the foreign and domestic, border regions also
demanded forms of governance that were not fully either.
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In many of histories of decolonization, India has posed as a success story, a country whose
independence predated the major wave of decolonization that hit its height in the 1960s and
which was notable for its pursuit of democracy, development, and international engagement.
Yet India’s trajectory since 1947 has been complex and its relationship with imperial precedents
fraught. The Indian government’s ready turn to violence highlights this, as can be seen not only
in the almost immediate outbreak of war with Pakistan over the future of Jammu and Kashmir
but also in the decision to send troops into Hyderabad to force its accession to the Indian
union.1 Policy towards both of these former princely states demonstrated the primacy that
Indian leaders, Jawaharlal Nehru among them, placed on top-down governance and a strong
centre overseeing India’s composite parts. So, too, did the Indian government’s response to
Naga demands for independence in northeast India, where again, state leaders turned to the
power of the army to suppress an autonomy movement and reinforce the rule of law emanating
from Delhi. While Nehru called for peaceful coexistence in international relations, in parts of
India that had more tenuous ties with the centre, violence was used readily.2

Border regions problematized Indian efforts to create a strong union of states that functioned
as a self-sufficient whole without disrupting relations with India’s neighbours. India’s bordering
crises were twofold. Some took place within the new Indian state, as Nehru and his allies (for-
cibly) integrated the formerly semi-autonomous princely states.3 Others took place on India’s
external borders – along the Radcliffe Line in Punjab, the McMahon Line separating India from
China, or the boundaries between Assam and East Bengal (Pakistan) and Burma.4 Those territo-
ries running up to India’s borders had to serve two purposes: to demonstrate the reach of Indian
governance and to serve as a buffer to outside incursion.5

This proved almost immediately problematic for the Indian government. The crisis in Kashmir
combined these two exigencies, bringing together questions about the integration of a princely
state and India’s foreign relations with its new neighbour, Pakistan.6 Border disputes starting in
the 1950s between India and China, culminating in the 1962 Sino-Indian war, violently revealed
competing narratives of where Indian territory ended and foreign territory began. The lack of a
demarcated border with Burma brought into question who was ‘Indian’ and who was ‘Burmese’
and highlighted the lack of mechanisms for either identifying or monitoring groups moving
across an ostensibly extant but largely invisible border. Similarly, the ability of individuals to slip
between India and Pakistan (and later Bangladesh) served as a source of regional and domestic
tensions alike.7

Border regions thus were simultaneously the site of India’s domestic and foreign policies – its
‘intermestic’ policies. They were ‘the arena in which domestic and foreign issues converge, inter-
mesh, or otherwise become indistinguishable within a seamless web’.8 Studies of Indian inter-
mestic affairs thus far have focused on trade relations, yet much like that other federation, the
United States, its central government has struggled with ‘“perforated sovereignties” that give the
constituent entities of a federation access to new functions in the system and express the ten-
dencies to merge international relations with domestic affairs’.9 States within the Indian union
not only responded to domestic initiatives from the centre but also could shape these enter-
prises, as well as India’s foreign relations, through their own powers and geographical positions.
This was particularly the case for parts of the union that shared borders with India’s neighbours.

To highlight the significance of India’s intermestic policies in the era of independence – and
to demonstrate some of their continuities with the colonial period – this article considers the
political reorganization of northeastern India from the perspective of the official mind. The north-
east, as a borderlands, sat (and sits) at an intermestic juncture. Its populations had to be made
Indian citizens (or at least subjects) to assert their belonging in the eyes of the Indian state as
well as the international community. The establishment of the North-Eastern Council (NEC),
accompanying the political reorganization of northeast India in the late 1960s and early 1970s,
offered a means for the centre to assert a strict hold over this periphery.
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But the populations of this frontier region, and its historically ambiguous relationship with the
subcontinent’s centres of power, complicated and problematized attempts to territorialize and
clearly circumscribe state sovereignty. Border demarcation frequently took the form of pillars,
not walls. Because of the potential for local communities to cross borders, they continued to be
perceived by the state as not entirely ‘Indian’ and as a potential national security threat, thereby
justifying top-down intervention and the use of force. The formation of the NEC offered one
type of top-down initiative to make local populations ‘legible’ and incorporate them more fully
in state structures, helping institutionalize the border, in turn, as a hard boundary between
Indianness and otherness.10 The Armed Forces Special Powers Act (AFSPA), which legitimized the
use of force and also is briefly discussed, offered another. The NEC and AFSPA, in other words,
formalized intermestic arrangements, drawing colonial practices into a supposedly postcolo-
nial world.11

The dual exigencies of foreign and domestic policy complicated the nature of Indian state
sovereignty and citizenship in the northeast and its other borderlands. Strategic concerns under-
pinned decision-making towards these areas and were permeated jointly by tense regional rela-
tions and concerns about the ability of locals to take up the mantle of Indian citizenship. The
government of India thus attempted to implement forms of politics that gave the centre extraor-
dinary powers while limiting the remit of local leaders, perpetuating, and even strengthening,
many of the uneven power structures that had defined British colonial frontier policy. While pro-
claiming the primacy of the border in territorializing the Indian state, Indian policymakers never-
theless persisted in treating border regions as frontiers where state sovereignty worked in
different ways because of intermestic interests.

The attempted top-down creation of the NEC as a unique regional governing structure
reflected, on one hand, the pressures of India’s foreign relations – tensions with China, Pakistan/
Bangladesh, and Burma – and, on the other, the perceived otherness of the region’s inhabitants.
While establishing the bureaucratic structures that officially linked the northeast to India’s heart-
land, Indian leaders also imposed mechanisms that continued to treat the region as a space
apart, a space not entirely Indian but not entirely foreign. The article thus highlights the ambigu-
ities of state rule in border regions and the ways such regions created overlaps in Indian leaders’
approaches towards their neighbours and their own citizens. It thus emphasizes one way in
which imperial afterlives persisted and informed India’s intermestic policies.

Borders, ‘tribes’, and the northeast as ‘other’ in the colonial era

Cultural, ethnic, and geographical factors have shaped northeastern India’s perceived ‘otherness’.
Not only has it been seen as a predominantly ‘tribal’ society, but its populations’ ethnic and cul-
tural linkages with China and southeast Asia also have led the region to sit uncomfortably (at
least in the eyes of officials) at a crossroads between south, southeast, and east Asia. British, and
subsequently Indian, policymakers reaffirmed this policy of difference, and the process of political
reorganisation in the late 1960s and early 1970s only confirmed the northeast as a region apart
– and, as Sanjib Baruah has observed, usage of the term ‘northeast’ to define the entirety of the
region to the dismissal of other local identifiers.12

Today, northeastern India comprises eight states within the Indian union: Arunachal Pradesh,
Assam, Nagaland, Manipur, Mizoram, Tripura, Meghalaya, and Sikkim.13 At the time of Indian
independence in 1947, the region had fewer internal boundaries and included the British-gov-
erned province of Assam, the princely states of Manipur and Tripura, and the semi-independent,
informally ruled Sikkim. Within Assam, British officials pursued two different forms of governance.
Settled districts in Assam’s plains and accessible hills, areas that produced tea, oil, and coal, were
governed directly by the British, much like other Indian provinces. They were separated by an
‘inner line’ within Assam from the excluded and partially excluded, or ‘tribal’, areas, which were
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governed indirectly and, much like the autonomous tribal areas between northwest colonial
India and Afghanistan, were intended to serve as a buffer for British rule over the subcontinent.14

The McMahon line, in turn, ostensibly demarcated the border between northeastern India and
Tibet from 1914. Much as British, and later Indian, officials tried to assert their writ up to the
line, so, too, did Chinese officials with ambitions to absorb Tibet, creating, in B�er�enice Guyot-
R�echard’s words, ‘an intimate entanglement between the imperial and the national’ and overlaps
in colonial and post-independence politics.15

As a borderland, northeastern India represented a space ‘where the state is there but its
power is incomplete and fragmented’ and where ‘The political and geographic limits of sover-
eignty imply the presence of competing authorities’.16 Scholars have demonstrated that border-
lands frequently are treated differently from state interiors, and violence and policing often
occur as manifestations of a state’s sovereignty and attachment to a territorially defined govern-
ing space. Because it was a border zone, situated at the intersection of Tibet, China, Burma, and
India, northeastern India created particular concerns for colonial (and certainly later post-inde-
pendence) leaders, who felt the need to affirm the territorial parameters of their rule, as well as
their governance over local populations. Imperial and post-imperial border concerns manifested
in two ways: attempts to create legible spaces in which officials could exert state power and
attempts to make legible local populations in terms comprehensible, and thus governable, to
the official mind.

Colonial officials made concerted efforts to map and demarcate the Raj’s borders, for example
implementing a series of ‘lines’ to mark the limits of British governance. These lines, in turn,
increasingly indicated particular governing arrangements, delineating between regions that could
be incorporated into provincial, then (post-1947) state governing structures and those that
remained somewhat autonomous.17 As in other regions of the British Empire where local popula-
tions resisted governance and integration, or simply did not fit into social organizations as
understood by the British, colonial officials introduced their own, frequently limited, interpreta-
tions of local social and political structures. The legacies of colonial anthropology and ethnog-
raphy have endured, particularly in the continued use of and reliance on the complicated idea of
the ‘tribe’.18 British assumptions, particularly in northwestern and northeastern colonial India,
that local populations comprised coherent communities (tribes), replete with established leaders,
customs, and laws, shaped how officials perceived indigenous relationships and how the
British governed.

Officials reaffirmed the otherness of frontier tribal society through the Sandeman system of
indirect rule, established in Balochistan and exported to the northeast and elsewhere, through
which British officials negotiated with tribal ‘leaders’ (as identified by colonial officials) to define
colony-tribe interactions.19 It was further embedded into colonial legal codes through laws such
as the Frontier Crimes Regulation, discussed further below. In the northeast, colonial officials also
used the practice of posa, a form of payment or subsidy, to identify, manage, and manipulate
populations and lineages identified as tribal.20 Tribal populations consequently were not inte-
grated into the Raj’s broader governing systems, even though they also faced imperial systems
of domination (and punishment). As Noor Ahmad Baba has observed, ‘the British used the policy
of using different tribes and ethnic communities against each other in order to stay in the
region’.21 But local populations also could use these identifiers for their own means. As the anti-
colonial struggle hastened, the Naga Club demanded self-government because (accepting colo-
nial language) they were tribal and had not been fully integrated into the Raj: ‘You [the British]
are the only people who have ever conquered us and when you go we should be as we were’.22

In response, Nehru would dismiss the Nagas as ‘sensitive and proud and jealous of such freedom
as they have’, claiming ‘Some of them are still in the head-hunting stage’.23

Under colonial rule, northeastern tribe-non-tribe and hills-plains divides were exacerbated.
Nevertheless, as political borders implemented by the British cut across longstanding ethnic and
cultural affiliations, these frontiers did not match lived realities. Individuals and communities still
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moved across these invisible boundaries in pursuit of extant relationships and social and eco-
nomic practices. As late as the 1960s, Indian state officials grumbled about ‘tribals being coaxed
across the border by the Chinese for the purposes of trade’.24 In other words, local populations
continued to live across the nexus of what would become the Sino-Indian-Burmese border
regions, as well as between East Pakistan and India. These pre-existing relationships thus tied
‘northeasterners’ to India’s neighbours as much as to the Raj, further shaping their relationship
with the rest of the subcontinent.

Since officials could identify the northeast’s ‘difference’ from the rest of the Raj through its
geographical distance and borderland location, its populations’ ‘tribal’ organization and ethnic
(and consequently physical) appearance, British imperialists often treated the region in isolation
from the rest of the subcontinent.25 A sense of distinction subsequently shaped the region’s
transition into independence. The inner line system that allowed the British to demarcate the
boundaries of their governance also helped them to limit the spread of India’s nationalist move-
ments into the region as well. The northeast remained largely isolated from the Indian National
Congress’s independence movement. While the state of Assam emerged in 1947 as part of inde-
pendent India, its governance continued to follow colonial-era lines. While Assam was named as
a state in the Indian constitution in 1950, and Tripura and Manipur were made union territories,
the Indian government maintained the North-East Frontier Agency (what would become
Arunachal Pradesh) to continue governing Assam’s excluded areas separately from the state
based on the assumption of tribal difference.26 Notably, NEFA was overseen by the Ministry of
External Affairs, not Home Affairs, until 1965, highlighting that for Delhi, such border regions
were treated as foreign policy concerns, not just territories of the Indian union.

Northeastern India’s integration proved difficult not only due to NEFA and its unique govern-
ing arrangements. The princely state of Manipur’s merger with the Indian Union was fraught, as
Manipuris initially pursued independence, even drafting a constitution, and the Maharaja was
coerced into agreeing to a merger with India in 1949. Meanwhile, Nagas living in what became
NEFA and in the neighbouring Naga Hills District also launched demands for autonomy and a
Naga state. As unrest grew and persisted, Nehru’s government deployed the Indian Army against
the Nagas, while pursuing economic development in NEFA. Collectively, Indian officials con-
cluded, as Guyot-R�echard argues, that ‘counter-insurgency would have to be conjugated with
hearts-and-minds policies’.27

Colonial continuities in independent India

Indian officials, like the British before them, were concerned with the strategic threat of the
northeast to the rest of India and, likewise, how the region’s weak power structures might fur-
ther pave the way for foreign encroachment. After all, the region had witnessed battle during
the Second World War, as Japanese forces tried to move through Burma into India. Indeed, sus-
picions about locals’ loyalties – whether they had fought for the British or the Japanese – shaped
colonial and post-independence state leaders’ reactions to these populations in both India and
Burma.28 India’s own independence and constitution-making coincided with Mao Zedong’s vic-
tory in the Chinese Civil War in 1949, as well as Burmese independence in 1948. Even while mak-
ing mutual pledges to uphold the Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence, Indian and Chinese
officials both worked to extend their influence in the Himalayas, the Indian government notably
using its ‘NEFA Philosophy’, intended to make use of and adapt local tribal practices to expand
social and economic welfare. Meanwhile, despite the India-Burma Treaty of Friendship in 1951,
Naga insurgents continued to evade the Indian state by crossing into Burma and taking refuge,
helping lead to the Armed Forces Special Powers Act legalizing the northeast’s militarization.29

Tensions with Pakistan also persisted. Even as the passing of people and goods between the
two neighbours became more regulated, the government of India worried about continued
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movement across India and Pakistan’s recently drawn borders, both in Punjab and between East
Bengal and Assam. In 1956, for example, Assam’s state government lodged an official protest
with the government of East Bengal for the kidnapping of an Indian citizen and his bullocks by
thirty Pakistani nationals, who allegedly had crossed into Assam. Local officials also reported
ongoing Pakistani troop movements in the Latu and Patharia Hills on the border, which led to
small-scale skirmishing. Regional relations were in flux, and unrest within northeast India only
threatened to provoke further controversy.30As such, Prime Minister Nehru observed in early
1954, ‘We are living in difficult times with international situations always on the verge of crisis
and the possibility of wars etc. Border areas and border tribes have always to be remembered in
this connection’.31

From an early stage, then, the Indian state’s concerns regarding the northeast were as
focused on national security as nation-building (if not more so). This served as a key impetus for
ignoring local demands for the reconstitution of Assam into a series of smaller ethno-linguistic
states during the 1956 States Reorganization Commission, which made adjustments to other
state boundaries within India. The pleas of representatives from the Khasi-Jaintia Hills, who
sought further representation in the Lok Sabha and additional economic support, pointing out
that their district’s traditional economic markets now lay in East Pakistan, fell on deaf ears.32 One
observer told the Commission that if anything, the possibility of expanding Assam’s geography
and influence should be considered. As he reminded others, ‘The State of Assam, situated as it is
in the strategic North East Frontier of the Republic of India with its boundaries marching along
those of Burma and China in one sector of this region and of Pakistan in another must undergo
no territorial reorganisation’.33 A larger, stronger state, he intimated, would better serve India’s
security interests.

Bisnuram Medhi, Chief Minister of Assam, pointed to the ongoing unrest in the Naga Hills as
another reason for caution. ‘The situation in the Naga Hills has brought to the forefront the
grave dangers which lie to the security and integrity of India as a result of troubles which can
be started by trained and armed guerrilla bands in a small area’.34 The Nagas, by finding support
and shelter beyond India’s borders and, in the 1960s, seeking international recognition and rep-
resentation, demonstrated how an otherwise small, peripheral conflict could have regional and
global ramifications.35 The dangers to Indian security not only lay external to India’s borders, but
could emerge inside the union’s own borderlands. This helped underpin the government’s inter-
mestic concerns about military incursions waged by a foreign enemy (exacerbated by Chinese
aggression in 1962), the potential impact of foreign meddling in border zone law and order, and
the ability of local borderlands inhabitants to take advantage of regional ambiguities to advance
their own autonomy demands.

For the Indian state, imposing the rule of law provided one response, though in terms of cre-
ating and imposing unique, region-specific regulations (following the precedent of colonial legal
practice). The AFSPA was passed in 1958 to legalize the use of force in ‘disturbed’ areas, specific-
ally the northeast, and continues to hold sway in the region. The AFSPA institutionalized the
Indian Army’s intermestic responsibilities and provided legal justification for the perpetual use of
war-time measures such as arbitrary arrest and detention, forced resettlement, and the destruc-
tion of local villages in the name of national security. (As late as the 1991, the Attorney General
of India justified the law as keeping northeast India part of the nation.)36

Alongside this, officials ultimately gave way to the creation of a Naga state within the Indian
Union for the very reasons that they sought to avoid the break-up of Assam: regional and
national security. Decision-making in Delhi was driven as much by international responses to the
ongoing conflict in the region as by the fighting itself. As Nehru cautioned Medhi, ‘These Naga
troubles and revolts have a large significance for us in the international sphere and they give a
handle to our opponents everywhere. More particularly, of course, Pakistan takes advantage of
them’. The problem, Nehru noted, was not just that Indian Army mobilization undermined
India’s claims to democracy but that deploying troops in the northeast meant they were
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unavailable to serve elsewhere. ‘It is unfortunate that we should be tied up in the Naga Hills
etc., when some other emergency might have to be faced by us’.37 Ironically, a Naga state came
to be justified because of the different governing arrangements in the region and the northeast’s
perceived difference. Nehru told the media, ‘the Naga areas had been treated as a separate
entity for many years. Under the new set-up these areas were not being separated from another
entity: they were simply being given a higher status’.38 The state of Nagaland, under a joint gov-
ernor with Assam, was formalized in 1963.

Unsurprisingly the creation of a Naga state complicated regional dynamics and particularly
the future of the state of Assam, from which territory had been hived off to create Nagaland. It
briefly helped Nehru’s government to save face internationally – in contrast to India’s defeat in
the 1962 clash with China – and claim to have ended the local conflict peacefully. However, it
also precipitated additional demands for the region’s political reorganization and exacerbated
tensions between the region’s Assamese-speakers and other ethno-linguistic groups. Many Nagas
did not accept the creation of Nagaland as a resolution to their demands, and hostilities per-
sisted.39 Uprisings broke out in Mizoram, where ethnic Mizos also demanded independence.
Other groups in the Garo and Khasi Hills reportedly traveled into East Pakistan to seek military
aid to bolster their own separationist demands. Dabeswar Sarmah, an Assam government minis-
ter, went so far as to propose in 1967 the clearing of a mile-wide corridor ‘of jungle and human
habitation’ along Assam’s borders with Pakistan, China, and Burma to halt these insurgencies: ‘So
long as hostile Nagas, Mizos, [and] Khasis armed and trained in guerilla warfare can have unham-
pered ingress and egress there can be no security for this border region’.40 The All Party Hills
Leaders Conference also demanded the creation of a new hill state separate from Assam. In all
of this, language and its ethnic implications were a huge source of tension. The Assam Official
Language Act of 1960 made Assamese the state’s official language, aggravating local relations
and highlighting how the political fragmentation of the northeast, begun under the British, had
only grown worse for the postcolonial Indian state. The region’s ethno-linguistic diversity rose to
the fore, with disputes arising between Assamese speakers and (frequently hills-dwelling)
minorities.41

Local organizations across the northeast petitioned both the Assam state government and
Delhi throughout the 1960s demanding either the creation of new states or the reaffirmation of
Assam’s statehood using dual languages of rights and security. In their correspondence, regional
groups and leaders adapted their claims to the language of the Indian centre: focusing on the
intersections between national security and nationalism. One Assamese trade union wrote to
Assam’s Chief Minister praising the state’s ‘non-communal political set up’ and predicting that
the state’s division ‘would set in motion the forces of disintegration jeopardizing the security
and integrity of the country’.42 In contrast, a resident of Nishangram, a town on what would
become the border between Assam and Meghalaya, pointedly noted in a letter to the Assam
Tribune, ‘We [hill people] are also Indians and know of their own responsibilities to defend their
own country’ while pointing to the mistreatment of hill people by ‘educated Assamese’.43

Sarmah warned that a separate hill state would be, ‘as every patriotic India is expected to know,
highly detrimental to the unity and integrity of this strategic North East Frontier region of India’.
He gloomily predicted, ‘Once the rot starts here, it will, like gangrene, spread to the rest of
India’.44 Sarmah referred specifically to India’s defence needs, pointing out that the ‘People of
Assam’ had come together to combat Chinese invaders in 1962.

In this reading, the break-up of Assam would detrimentally weaken India’s security, with rami-
fications for the rest of the nation. Presumably the ‘gangrene’ of reorganisation might undermine
state structures elsewhere in the Indian union as well, again weakening the nation-state. The
push for reorganization in the northeast coincided with renewed agitation to the south for a
separate Telangana – part of Andhra Pradesh – in 1969, which partly intersected with a renewed
Maoist insurgency in the region. Indira Gandhi would send in troops to crush resistance in
1971.45 India’s national security became bound up with the debate about political reorganization,
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as those for and against the division of Assam claimed that their respective movement would
better serve the Indian nation-state. Moreover, locals actively participated by taking advantage of
the Indian centre’s concerns about national security to promote different political alternatives.

The Assam Legislature Congress Party, led by Medhi, also produced a memorandum decrying
the creation of a new hill state, arguing ‘it would go against national progress and security’ and
pointing out the potential ‘disruption of Assam’s economy due to partition’.46 He and others also
turned to statements made by Nehru before his death that a hill state simply could not ensure
India’s security or contribute to the region’s economic development. However, these arguments
carried less weight with Nehru’s daughter, the new Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, who proved
more amenable to the prospect of reorganisation, potentially due to her search for new political
allies across the nation.47 Hence, her government announced on 13 January 1967 that some
form of organization would take place in the northeast, and a committee comprising local and
national officials was formed to decide how best to satisfy the ‘political aspirations of the hill
areas of Assam’.48 On 30 December 1971, the North-Eastern Areas (Reorganisation) Act passed,
resulting in the establishment of the states of Tripura, Manipur, and Meghalaya (comprising the
Khasi, Jaintia, and Garo Hills) and the union territories of Arunachal Pradesh (formerly NEFA) and
Mizoram, alongside a much-reduced Assam and Nagaland.

What would become immediately clear was that while reorganization spoke to some of the
discontents of local groups who sought autonomy from the Assamese ethno-linguistic majority,
the central government planned to undertake the division of Assam in a way that would ensure
that the region could stand as a stronghold against foreign intervention. Discussions of internal
reorganization were accompanied by exercises in Indian foreign policy, most notably the demar-
cation of the India-Burma border in 1967. This regional engagement, with India’s neighbours and
own citizens, demonstrated the centre’s intention to further secure control of the region and
reinforce its position as a buffer against foreign incursion. The Chinese move into NEFA as part
of the 1962 war had demonstrated the Indian state’s weaknesses in the northeast.49 Rather than
passing control to local representatives, Delhi used reorganization to push for the centre’s con-
tinued oversight of the region. In promoting intermestic policies, Indira Gandhi’s government in
fact attempted to institutionalize intermediary sovereignty arrangements that had often defined
colonial-era frontier encounters. The creation of the North-Eastern Council highlighted how inter-
mestic security required alternative governing structures to those practiced in India’s heartlands.

The North-Eastern Council’s political alternatives

The North-Eastern Council was an attempt by officials based in Delhi to institutionalize and
make formal political arrangements that prioritized intermestic policy concerns. Sanjib Baruah,
writing about the NEC and the 1971 reorganisation act, has discussed how it reflected a ‘new
vision of the Northeast’, one that focused on ‘cosmetic federalism’ – presenting the appearance
of autonomy and states’ rights within the Indian union, rather than the reality.50 By taking a
closer look at the discussions leading up to the formation of the NEC, this cosmetic federalism
becomes apparent, as do the central government’s concerns with regional security. But what
becomes equally obvious is the ways that colonial ideas of backwardness and civilization contin-
ued to pervade many officials’ thinking on the region, which in turn informed discussions of the
NEC and its purposes. The architects of the NEC looked to the imperial toolbox to deal with con-
cerns about regional stability, particularly colonial practices of melding foreign and domestic pol-
icies and the creation of intermediary structures of sovereignty. That the NEC failed to take the
shape envisioned by some of its architects is telling: political actors based in the northeast
pushed back against the centre’s plans, leaving in place a watered-down NEC. As much as the
central government sought to assert its governance up to and in India’s peripheries, it also had
to take into account (at least limitedly) local responses and demands. Regionally based political
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actors, alongside state leaders and foreign relations exigencies, helped shape the intersections
between India’s domestic and foreign policies.

The creators of the NEC had two clear goals for council activities: ensuring the region’s (and
thereby India’s) security and the political, social, and economic development of local commun-
ities. These twin foci were unquestionably interlinked. The NEC had to make the northeast secure
for state officials to pursue the modernization of Indian citizens within it, while by making locals
modern, active Indian citizens, ostensibly they would create better protectors of India. The irony
of this was that in focusing on development of local peoples, state officials made clear their reli-
ance on colonial governing ideas and practices that ‘civilized’ locals. The subject-citizen divide
remained ambiguous.

B.K. Nehru, Governor of Assam and Nagaland at the time of the northeast’s reorganisation
(and cousin once removed of Jawaharlal Nehru), played a critical role in ensuring the northeast’s
common administrative structures. While the government of India agreed, in principle, to the
division of Assam in 1967, in practice, less thought had been given to the logistics and mecha-
nisms of reorganisation. Despite the precedent set with the establishment of Nagaland - whereby
it shared a common governor with Assam - the Ministry of Home Affairs debated the merits of
shared governorships or the division of duties between multiple governors. To coordinate eco-
nomic development and the region’s general security, Nehru advocated for a shared governor
and an influential NEC.

As Governor of Assam, Nehru placed emphasis on the need to develop the region’s economic
potential and structures, as well as the necessity of making the local population feel assimilated
with the rest of India for the sake of national security. As he proclaimed in a 1968 broadcast,
‘What in essence is required, in the self-interest of each constituent unit of the Indian Union and,
indeed, of each individual, is for every citizen of India to feel that when the security of any part
of India is threatened his own security is threatened and when a calamity befalls any Indian that
calamity befalls him’.51 For Nehru, security, economics, and consequently a sense of belonging
to India went hand in hand. He thus mooted the creation of an advisory body to help coordinate
the newly formed and existing states and union territories of the northeast, what ultimately
became the NEC.

In public pronouncements and private correspondence, Nehru made much of the northeast’s
difference from other parts of India. He maintained that the region’s economic advancement was
critical, explaining, ‘No amount of lecturing to a tribesman in a backwoods hamlet is going to
give him an idea of the modern world. But if a road is brought to his hamlet and he is enabled
to sit in a bus or a jeep and go down to the nearest town, the educative effect of what he sees,
what he does and the people he meets, is enormous’.52 This thinking also underpinned his sup-
port for the NEC. He warned Prime Minister Gandhi about the perils of Assam not joining a
regional council, cautioning this would lead to the ‘formation of a tribal State which is, in my
view, not in the interests either of Indian security or of the integrity of Indian territory’.53 The
plains of Assam, in Nehru’s reading, provided the closest thing to a model of modern statehood
within the region and thus needed to be tied to, and serve as a guide for, the other newly
formed hill states and territories. In this sense, Nehru followed in the footsteps of many adminis-
trators before him in his belief that security and modernization intertwined.

B.K. Nehru’s approach to governing the northeast relied on colonial-era notions of the ‘tribe’
and the assumption that such local, ostensibly ‘backwards’ populations needed to be introduced
to ‘modernity’. He was not alone in this, as Baruah has shown. His colonial and postcolonial
predecessors in the region also drew on the idea that the northeast belonged to a ‘Mongolian
fringe’ and that inhabitants of the ‘backwards areas’ had ‘Mongoloid’ features.54 Notably the
British official, Olaf Caroe, who coined the term ‘Mongolian fringe’, went on to write one of the
most influential texts of the twentieth century on another set of ‘fringe’ people, the Pashtuns of
northwest Pakistan and Afghanistan. Clear linkages can be seen in how he engaged with the
security of borders and their ’tribal’ inhabitants in both northeast India and northwest Pakistan.
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Much as he warned, as early as 1940, against Chinese irredentism in northeast India, he also
emphasized the potential Soviet threat to Pakistan’s northwest throughout the twentieth cen-
tury. (Not only that, but his writings helped inform later US approaches to the Afghan-Pakistan
borderlands and their emphasis on the region’s ‘tribal’ nature.)55 Such thinking clearly percolated
into post-independence perspectives in both India and Pakistan, as they wrestled with border
disputes and border populations.

In order to make local tribes modern, Nehru argued, strong central leadership was fundamental.
In a telling observation to the Home Minister, he wrote, ‘I trust my strong insistence on a common
Governor will not be construed as an exercise in empire-building. I am too lazy to want to be an
Emperor; and if I wanted an Empire I would choose a less primitive one’.56 Nehru’s positions, in fact,
spoke to empire-building in numerous ways. Not only did he reveal a sense in government circles
that the northeast was ‘primitive’, but he made the case that ‘the problems of this area require a
great deal of specialisation’.57 Prime Minister Gandhi echoed this view in correspondence where she
cited the northeast’s ‘peculiar circumstances’.58 Such statements showed how colonial frontier gov-
erning practices continued to reverberate in Delhi’s halls of power: because such borderlands zones
were strategically important and because their inhabitants did not conform to the state’s idea of
responsible, contributing Indian citizens, they needed to be governed differently. This ethos had
informed British policy and legal codes. Most notably, the Frontier Crimes Regulation legalized col-
lective punishment and specific modes of ‘frontier governmentality’ and was exported from colonial
northwest India to the subcontinent’s other frontiers and further abroad. It took the form of the
1896 Chin Hill Regulation in the northeast and clearly paralleled, and likely informed, the AFSPA.59

After 1947, such perspectives continued to provide justification for forms of political (and military)
intervention that were generally unacceptable in the democratically governed Indian heartland. They
also underpinned calls for the overarching influence of the central government in Delhi despite its
distance from the northeast.

While Nehru and the central government had different ideas of how reorganization should
take place and the NEC function, both affirmed the idea that intermediary organs would neces-
sarily shore up the region’s security and help its economic and social development. In his pro-
nouncements, Nehru placed particular emphasis on his desire to coordinate politics and
development across the region, and he remained adamant in the belief that a multitude of gov-
ernors would prevent this. He ultimately succeeded in the establishment of a single shared gov-
ernor for all states in the region and used the centre’s decision on this to negotiate further on
the nature of the NEC.

While Nehru originally suggested an advisory body to help coordinate the activities of the
states and territories of the northeast, the NEC envisioned by policymakers in Delhi had more
far-reaching powers. The union government hoped to use the council to assert the sovereignty
of the centre and to direct the development of the northeast. Prime Minister Gandhi advocated
a powerful NEC in a draft letter to the Chief Ministers of Nagaland, Meghalaya, Tripura, and
Assam in 1970, observing, ‘it seems to me that it would be of advantage not only in the overall
national interest, not only in the interest of the North-Eastern region but also in the interests of
each individual political unit of the area’. She pointed to the region’s limited economic infrastruc-
tures and its location ‘on the frontiers of India bordering countries which are inimical to us and
which are a challenge to our security not only through external attack but through internal sub-
version’.60 The council, Gandhi hinted, would help the northeast contribute to the national polit-
ical project through its defence, while also providing local states with a mutual support system.

The NEC offered a potential mechanism through which officials in Delhi could not only over-
see but actively interfere in the northeast’s political and economic development while barring
foreign encroachments. Even as the Home Minister assured the Chief Minister of Nagaland that
the proposed body would only be ‘a high level advisory forum which would bring about the
much desired coordination’, the Ministry of Home Affairs mused over ‘a special constitutional
provision making it obligatory on the participating States to carry out the decisions of the
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Council and imposing on the Governor the special responsibility to give effect to such deci-
sions’.61 Such a measure, alongside additional discussions of the Home Minister or another offi-
cial from the centre overseeing the council, rather than a more local representative, indicated
the obvious intent of the central government to use the NEC to manage northeastern statehood
and the region’s place within the Indian union. In effect, the NEC would eliminate one of the pri-
mary difficulties the centre faced in governing the northeast - its geographical distance - by
bringing the centre to the periphery.

Unsurprisingly, a number of local officials, Nehru among them, balked at this. Representatives
from Assam argued that such a change to the constitution infringed upon the rights and auton-
omy of India’s member-states, while Nagaland’s leaders resisted participating.62 Nehru, while
acknowledging the security and economic concerns that drove the Home Affairs thought pro-
cess, also emphasized the need to respect state autonomy. Instead, the shared governor, he
argued, served as a perfect intermediary who could represent and negotiate with the states
while engaging with Delhi. While community leaders in the northeast wanted their states to be
treated the same as others in the Indian union, Nehru argued the region required a unique gov-
erning alternative. ‘The whole idea behind the formation of this Council’, he insisted, was ‘that
while we cannot get a constitutional federation of the various political units which form our
North-Eastern region, we should make an attempt to have, as it were, an administrative feder-
ation through this Council’.63 He tried to persuade the Home Minister, ‘The North-Eastern
Council should be an Advisory Body not only to the States which are constituent members of it
as now it apparently is but to the Government of India also’.64

Nehru’s description of the NEC, under its governor head, as guiding the northeastern states
and union territories and the central government offers a distinctly different reading of the coun-
cil and its responsibilities. Nehru’s vision for the governorship moved away from that of a mere
constitutional head of state and towards an individual who oversaw all the northeastern territo-
ries as well as the NEC. His ideas had clear parallels with British political agents and officers of
colonial times, both those who represented the Raj in the princely states and those who repre-
sented the arm of the state in the northwest’s ‘tribal’ areas. Political agents had served as repre-
sentatives of central government but also had their own extensive decision-making powers. The
British political agent in Manipur, for example, had guided policy towards local Kukis and
Nagas.65 For Nehru, the governor and ‘advisory’ council similarly did not lack the ability to effect
change, but instead could initiate shifts both within the northeast and in Delhi. In effect, for him,
these could serve as an intermediary power rooted in, and taking account of, the region’s unique
history, economic weakness, and potential security threat.

The fact that Nehru advocated for an army representative on the NEC’s coordinating council
indicated his appreciation of the region’s national security importance. ‘In this strategic border
area’, he noted, ‘questions of internal security and public order get mixed up with external secur-
ity as well as on general ground’.66 He further explained, ‘the North Eastern Council is to be a
coordinating body of the States in this region … for safeguarding security and generally
for the better governance of the region without detracting from the powers vested in them
under the Constitution and the status that they will enjoy as States of the Indian Union’.67 For
Nehru, the NEC and its governor leader effectively would serve as an intermediary between
centre and state(s), while also bridging the gap between India’s foreign policy needs and the
region’s advancement. It would, in other words, institutionalize intermestic arrangements.

The North-Eastern Council unfulfilled

The NEC envisioned by either the central government or Governor Nehru would never fully
materialize. Delhi ultimately backed off on suggestions of constitutional reform, but the fact that
this was even considered within the Ministry of Home Affairs indicates the region’s significance
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and that, in the eyes of the centre, unique governing arrangements could be made for the
northeast due to its security and economic implications. The amendment would have fundamen-
tally changed the nature of politics within the region and, potentially, across the Indian union.
However, it also would likely have faced widespread resistance and could have aggravated rela-
tions with a range of local groups, to the detriment of India’s domestic and foreign affairs. The
Home Minister thus assured the Chief Minister of Nagaland, ‘Our intention was not to curtail the
authority of the States’ by extending the powers of the NEC.68 The NEC that came into being
was a shadow of that discussed in the Ministry of Home Affairs, with only limited powers to
shape local decision-making.

An improvement in regional relations might provide another explanation why the central gov-
ernment chose not to pursue its idealized NEC. Discussions of the northeast’s future coincided
with the 1971 war in East Pakistan and the emergence, with Indian support, of an independent
Bangladesh. The war, itself, initially sparked concerns about increased Pakistani infiltration into,
and a potential attack on, the northeast.69 However, with Pakistan’s defeat, many in the central
and local governments believed that a friendly Bangladesh, grateful of India’s help in the war,
would lessen India’s security concerns. Officials in the northeast ostensibly would no longer need
to worry about potential Pakistani intervention, as a result eliminating one of the region’s major
foreign threats. Thus an editorial in the Times of India pointed out in December 1971 that a
‘watered-down’ NEC was ‘just as well, for with a friendly regime in Bangla Desh, the political and
defence problems of the north-east will become much more manageable and the opportunities
for co-ordinating the economic development of the entire eastern region will be greatly
enlarged’.70 An adviser to the government of Meghalaya similarly predicted in a 1973 speech
that ‘with the opening up of river routes through Bangladesh, and the impetus that this will give
to the setting up of new industries, with more accessible markets’, economic progress in the
northeast would ‘be felt in the very near future’.71

Against this backdrop, the central government opted to take a more muted public line on
potential foreign security threats to the northeast. As talks progressed with Pakistan in the after-
math of the 1971 war, the central government chose not to publish a Ministry of Defence white
paper on foreign involvement in local insurgencies. One draft had excoriated Pakistan and China
for ‘fomenting and sustaining the tribal insurgence in north eastern India with the sole intention
of disintegrating and weakening India’. Instead, officials concluded they were better off avoiding
new entanglements with either regional power while enjoying the reprieves (at least temporary)
offered by the creation of Bangladesh and good relations with Burma.72

Given the changing international and regional context, the centre arguably had fewer security
concerns in the northeast - although China still loomed large - and so did not need the NEC to
serve such an interventionist role.73 The North-East Council Act of 1971 consequently outlined
that ‘The Council shall be an advisory body and may discuss any matter in which some or all of
the States represented in that Council, or the Union and one or more of the States represented
in that Council, have a common interest and advise the Central Government and the
Government of each State concerned as to the action to be taken on any such matter’. Its
responsibilities included ‘securing the balanced development of the north-eastern area’, assessing
and coordinating interstate development projects, and reviewing ‘the measures taken by the
States represented in the Council for the maintenance of security and public order therein’.74

Speaking at the inauguration of the NEC on 7 November 1972, Nehru declared, ‘The establish-
ment of the Council seems to me to be the logical culmination of the process of separating the
North East into different political entities’. He noted, ‘in the situation in which we are placed in
the North East, there is no escape for any of the individual political units of which we are com-
posed from acting together for the economic development and progress of the region as a
whole as well as of each of its individual parts’.75 Nehru thus portrayed the NEC as an innovative
means for ensuring the advancement of the entire region, while also trying to assure his audi-
ence that the council did not impinge upon each state’s sovereignty. While he acknowledged
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the NEC’s security responsibilities, he emphasized its importance for economic development and
drew parallels with the European Economic Community, arguing, ‘the fact that more and more
countries of Europe wish to join that community is a pointer to us in the North East of how
necessary it is, in the circumstances of today, for even countries who are politically sovereign, to
cooperate with each other and to coordinate their policies in the economic field’.76

Against this backdrop, unsurprisingly, later reporting on the NEC and its workings indicated
that the council’s predominant role turned out to be economic rather than strategic. This was
guided, in part, by Nehru, the NEC’s first chair, and his emphasis on development. The NEC gave
out funding for hydropower and irrigation schemes across Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Manipur,
Meghalaya, and Tripura, and pursued road building.77 But the NEC’s limited scope was unsurpris-
ing. Not only was its economic remit limited, but policymakers in Delhi also found the means to
work around the NEC by appointing retired military generals and intelligence and political offi-
cers with ‘ties with the security establishment’ into positions of influence across the northeast.
This, Baruah argues, created a ‘parallel political structure’ in the region that was ‘both directly
controlled from New Delhi and autonomous from the formal democratically-elected governmen-
tal structures of the states’.78 With or without the NEC, leaders at India’s centre remained intent
on overseeing a region that still shared borders with three of India’s neighbours, where local
autonomy movements, particularly among Mizos and Nagas, persisted, and where ‘tribal’ dynam-
ics supposedly kept the region a step behind the rest. The nature of sovereignty in the region
persisted in its difference.

Despite the potential the NEC initially seemed to offer for institutionalizing the centre’s hold
over the region, its possibilities as a mechanism for directing an intermestic policy fell short in
reality. While top policymakers drew on colonial precedents to suggest alternative sovereignty
arrangements that would allow the central government to intervene in state affairs, or which
would give a single governor extraordinary powers, local leaders resisted this imposition. In a
move that demonstrated a rupture with the colonial past, regional representatives asserted
states’ and citizens’ rights within the Indian union. Assam’s members of parliament wrote to
Gandhi protesting an interventionist NEC, pointing to its ‘infringement of their [Assamese] inher-
ent democratic rights to manage and conduct their own affairs through their elected representa-
tives’.79 The central government avoided a constitutional crisis by accepting the NEC as merely
an advisory council, but the elected chief ministers of the northeast’s member states were ini-
tially excluded from the NEC, which remained under the remit of the states’ governor(s).80 As
such, even then, the NEC remained one of a series of tools deployed by the government in
Delhi to assert its influence in the northeast and keep an eye on its economic development
while, increasingly, using the central government’s right to appoint certain leadership positions
to oversee intermestic threats to India’s security.

Conclusion

The Indian government’s attempts to create a North-Eastern Council with constitutional powers
mirrored earlier colonial policies towards northeastern India which treated the region as a space
apart and also reemphasized the ways in which the centre saw the region as a security concern.
The northeast’s internal political, economic, and social development could not be divorced from
its borderlands location, and thus the possibility that foreign powers might use the region’s dis-
tance from Delhi and weak structures to encroach on India’s sovereignty. India’s leaders, how-
ever, faced a tension. The northeast’s precarity as a border region gained new urgency following
India’s independence because of the central government’s need to assert its right to govern,
which corresponded with the need of India’s neighbours equally to proclaim their own power.
But Indian leaders found the colonial practices of treating borderlanders differently from resi-
dents of the interior useful and effective, even as the government pursued democratization and
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constitutionalism elsewhere. The exigencies of Indian foreign policy, and particularly regional ten-
sions, required the Indian state to assert its governance in the northeast, but to do so, Indian
leaders looked to alternative governing arrangements rather than accepting full statehood and
citizenship for the region’s inhabitants. The colonial practice of treating the region as an inter-
mestic frontier, a zone where governing functioned differently and power dynamics favoured a
strong centre, appealed to and continued to be used by union officials even as they pursued
democracy in the Indian heartland.

India was not alone in pursuing policies towards it border regions that it could not typically
justify in the state’s interior. Borderlands policy provided a clear link between post-independence
India and Pakistan, though not in ways that either country cared to recognize. Both states’ cen-
tral governments turned readily to military force and alternative governing arrangements. Much
as Indian officials sought to use the NEC to intermediate between the centre, the northeast’s
states, and their inhabitants, the government of Pakistan kept a tight grip on policy towards the
autonomous tribal areas bordering Afghanistan, which continued to be ruled under the FCR and
divorced from provincial governments. The ready use of violence to quash autonomy move-
ments in Balochistan also demonstrated how Pakistan’s foreign and domestic policies intersected.
Likewise, Bangladeshi and Burmese/Myanmarese counterinsurgency activities in the Chittagong
Hills Tract and Kachin province, respectively, highlighted the army as a key tool in intermestic
policy, where a force ostensibly intended for external security instead was deployed internally.81

Further abroad, facing local secessionist demands along their northern border with Somalia,
Kenyan leaders also passed a series of security acts that introduced the military into this frontier
zone. They also notably claimed that locals’ ‘tribalist’ nature differentiated their demands from
nationalists’, similarly highlighting borderlanders’ supposedly less integrated, less mod-
ern nature.82

In the northeast, the 1971 act did not succeed over the longer term in eliminating resistance
and autonomy movements in the region. Communities like the Cachars and Bodos felt slighted
for not receiving their own states, and resentment in Assam also grew, resulting in organizations
such as the United Liberation Front of Assam, which looked to secession from the Indian
union.83 Continued violence in Nagaland and Mizoram demonstrated that reorganisation had
failed to satisfy the demands of all factions that had wanted changes in their status. Moreover,
the central government’s (and the Indian Army’s) critical role in confronting these conflicts con-
firmed that despite the presence of new local state controls, the centre remained dominant and
ready to circumvent state officials to ensure the nation’s security.84 The division of Assam also
led to a number of boundary disputes between the new states, which further complicated inter-
state relations within the northeast.85 Again, in this instance, the Ministry of Home Affairs had to
step in to moderate disputes and oversee the work of boundary commissions.86 While officials
like B.K. Nehru promoted the NEC as a mechanism to assure regional cooperation, later intra-
Indian border disputes provide an obvious example of a circumstance in which the NEC failed to
function, instead necessitating the centre’s direct intervention.

Even as nation-states with firm territorial boundaries came to prominence in decolonizing
processes, border regions persisted in complicating projects of nation- and state-building. These
processes have been explored in terms of postcolonial states’ domestic development, state lead-
ers’ attempts to assert their governance in these regions, and locals’ numerous means to avoid,
combat, or subvert state-run border controls. But more still needs to be said by historians about
how borderlands and their governance inform foreign policy. While the licit and illicit movement
of people has been examined in terms of border regulations (or lack thereof) and bilateral
engagement, historians have more work to do in considering intermestic policies, both in border
regions and in other realms of governance. Examining state controls in border regions highlights
some of the ways in which the nation-state, despite becoming the main unit of international
relations, has faced constraints and continues to wrestle with the uneven exertion of sovereignty.
Northeast India reveals the colonial underpinnings of Indian foreign policy and the ways that
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this reverberated into and fundamentally shaped India’s border regions. As such, it demands fur-
ther questioning of the colonial-postcolonial divide in thinking about newly independent states’
foreign policies and further reflection on how states’ perceptions of their neighbours and the
international community shaped their approaches to the domestic as well.
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